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Science - Year 7
Well done to David, Jayden, Connor, Lilly, Lewis, and Freddy for
working safely in your science lessons this week while learning
about which indigestion remedy works the best!

Well done Lilly in Watson who identified
positives and negatives to social media

Storey Mocks
Well done to Dylan, Leon, Cameron Mc , Cameron Menz and
Liam who have all been working hard during their mock exams
this week.
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Pshe
Great independent work from Callum writing about what skills
and abilities are needed to get a job

Inkscape Vector Art
Seb designed a gumball machine

Max and Arran also wrote some super recommendations for how
school can be more eco friendly!

Inkscape Vector Art
Well done to Logan for creating this scene in inkscape. To do
this he has had to use a combination of different skills he has
learned over the past few weeks.
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Amazing sustainability report by Seth!

Jack designed an umbrella using sustainable materials, which
can also generate its own energy!

Well done Sam!
40 out of 40 whoop!
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Top 3 Reading champions! Which one will
get to reading millionaire first?
Well done to Shaye O, Freddie F, and Sam F for being the �rst,
second and third top readers in the whole school. Amazing work!

Ms Q was really pleased to see Tommy
reading a Jon Mayhew book.
Jon Mayhew will be coming into our school to do workshops.
The top ten readers will have a special book signing session with
him. They will each receive an autographed book. So, if you see
Jon Mayhew books, give them a read. 

Curie cooked homemade burgers
They looked delicious. This was Cole’s �rst cooking lesson with
us and he smashed it! He even made a burger for Logan too.

Curie have been painting sections of Titian’s
‘Bacchus and Ariadne’ to tell the story of
what happens to Ariadne on Naxos.
This is Millie’s recreation of the island of Naxos, from Titian’s
painting. She has used water colours again.

Caiden missed the lesson on long division
and caught up with all his work when he
came back into school.
Impressive work ethic Caiden!
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Jacob has worked really hard to learn long
division this week

Millie has been making things in Blender

Casey's Artist Study

Dylan's GCSE Art Development
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Fantastic geography work from Joe looking
at tourism in a developing country.

Parks - English
Good work from Lewis, Seb and James who all researched the
different dragons in How to Train Your Dragon.

Daley
Daley were excellent at the farm on Wednesday. Well done to
Ethan, LJ, Alissa, Josh and Rosie.

Sam
Well done Sam for great reading 
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Brilliant work from Kieran in Watson up-
leveled sentences

Wonderful work from Lewis in Watson
asking questions as a reader about his own
story

Wonderful work from Mason in Watson this
week. He even asked for more challenges!
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Daley
Pupils in Daley had wonderful Science lessons on Tuesday and
Thursday gathering data and producing bar charts. Well done to
Ethan, LJ, Alissa, Harley, Josh and Rosie!

Brilliant work from Freddy in Watson looking
at using and interpreting pie charts

Parks - Art
The rest of the silhouettes done by Parks.
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Parks - Art
This week the class worked on silhouettes using oil pastels.
Every pupil produced a fantastic piece of work.

Caleb has begun his newspaper piece
detailing the cons of energy drinks.

Jayden has been investigating the
population changes in China.
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Parks Liverpool trip
The class enjoyed a cinema trip and walk around Liverpool city
centre as a reward for their efforts this term.

Our resident Paleontologist Wesley had
made this replica of a Stegosaurus.

Well done to year 11 pupils for completing
SIX science mock exams 👌

Anderson pupils developing their
microscopy skills 🔬

Fantastic!
Amazing art work from Ruby this week, developing her blending
technique using paint.
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※※※※※※

Congratulations to the Reiki students for
passing the course.

In Watson, we explored different techniques
to draw and recreate clown fish. This is
Freddy’s clown fish design. He used the
sponge technique to create the texture he
wanted.
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